
IPHONE 13 MINI LEATHER CASE
BROWN
Leather case MagSafe with integrated Circle

REF : DE-D22IPO54BC6CHB

EAN : 8720593000776

EXISTS IN : BROWN

DESCRIPTION :

With minimal design, maximum style and protection, the Core Back Cover for the iPhone 13 is the smooth touch, classic

leather design you have been looking for. Made with full-grain premium leather from ECCO Leather and impact-resistant

TPU, this Back Cover is undoubtedly protective against bumps and falls. In addition to this, the raised bezel and new metal

camera ring ensure increased protection for your screen and camera lens, leaving you with no pretences concerning cracks

and scratches. The inlay pattern has been refreshed with bold, geometric lines and shades, while the new branding is now

subtly ingrained on the left-hand corner of the case. The camera ring has a flattering contrasting finish, while volume

buttons are now designed to suit the new tonal ones exclusively for iPhone 13.

All our latest cases are compatible with MagSafe. Making it easier for you to simply snap on your MagSafe charger or

accessory securely for the perfect alignment and connection.

 

STRENGTHS :

With minimal design, maximum style and protection, the Core Back Cover for the iPhone 13 is the smooth touch, classic

leather design you have been looking for. Made with full-grain premium leather from ECCO Leather and impact-resistant



TPU, this Back Cover is undoubtedly protective against bumps and falls. In addition to this, the raised bezel and new metal

camera ring ensure increased protection for your screen and camera lens, leaving you with no pretences concerning cracks

and scratches. The inlay pattern has been refreshed with bold, geometric lines and shades, while the new branding is now

subtly ingrained on the left-hand corner of the case. The camera ring has a flattering contrasting finish, while volume

buttons are now designed to suit the new tonal ones exclusively for iPhone 13.

All our latest cases are compatible with MagSafe. Making it easier for you to simply snap on your MagSafe charger or

accessory securely for the perfect alignment and connection.

 

CHARACTERISTICS :

Impact and drop resistant TPU shell

COMPATIBILITY :

iPhone 13 Mini


